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Inflectional Ending -ed
The inflectional -ed ending indicates a past action.
• Drop the silent e before adding the -ed ending:
incline - e + ed = inclined.
If the last syllable is stressed, the word will have a double consonant:
per»MIT = permitted.
If the last syllable is unstressed, the word will not have a double
consonant: FA»vor = favored.

Circle the correct spelling. Rewrite the word correctly.

referred
resulted

1.

permitted

favored
admitted

permitted
directed

mirrored
referred

permited

2. exceled

excelled

3. admited

admitted

4. favorred

favored

5. mirrorred

mirrored

6. refrained

refrainned

7. directed

directted

8. resultted

resulted

q. regretted

regreted

10. refered

excelled
refrained

referred
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blues n. music that sounds sad
and has a jazz rhythm

dawdled v. past tense of dawdle: to
move idly

jazz n. music that has strong rhythm and
accented notes that fall in unexpected
places
debut v. to perform something for the
first time

tempo n. a rate of motion; pace
choreography n. the art of creating and
arranging dances or ballets

dignity n. the condition of showing one's
pride and worthiness
in a confident manner

heritage n. something handed down
from earlier generations or from the
past; tradition

sleek adj. polished or smooth
in manner

premiered v. past tense of premiere: to
appear or be presented for the first time
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Match the word on the left to the definition on the right.

1.

blues

a. a rate of motion; pace

2.

choreography

b. polished or smooth in manner

3.

dawdled

c. appeared or was presented for the first time

4.

debut

d. moved idly

5.

diqnitu

e. music that sounds sad and has a jazz rhythm

6.

heritage

f. the art of creating and arranging dances or ballets

7.

jazz

g. music that has strong rhythm and accented notes
that fall in unexpected places

8.

premiered

q.

sleek

10.

temno

h. something handed down from earlier generations
or from the past; tradition
i
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worthiness in a confident manner
j. to perform something for the first time
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Sequence
• The sequence of events is the order in which things happen in
a story.
Authors use time-and-order words to help readers understand the sequence
of events in a story.
Some time-and-order words that writers use to help readers understand the
sequence of events in a story include yesterday, tomorrow, this morning,
before, first, last, after, next, finally, and then.

Find three examples from "Alvin Alley" that show the
sequence of events. Identify the time-and-order words that
show the sequence of events in each example.
1. Sentence:

Time-and-Order Words:
2. Sentence:
o

Time-and-Order Words:
3. Sentence:

Time-and-Order Words:
Fill in the blanks in the sentences below with time-and-order words.
4. I finished my homework
5. My dog ran away
6. I dropped Deborah off at the mall,

watched television.
., but we found him
went to work.

£
.5"
I

8
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Sequence (continued)
In "Alvin Alley," the author uses different techniques to indicate
the passage of time and the order in which things happened.
Briefly retell the events of Alvin Alley's life in the order in which they
happened. Then, list some of the signal words the author used to help you
understand the passage of time.
Events of Alvin Alley's life:

en
5

Words and phrases that indicate time and order:

When you finish, discuss your passages with a partner or small group.
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Connotation and Denotation,
and Homographs
• Denotation is a word's dictionary definition.
• Connotation is the feeling that the word creates in the reader or
a word's suggested meaning.
Homographs are words that are spelled the same but have different
meanings, may be pronounced differently, and have different origins.

close
democracy

heritage
premiered

dawdled

Meaning Strategy
Read the sentence and write the bolded spelling word on
the line. Tell whether the word has a positive or negative
connotation.
1. She was very late to the meeting because she dawdled the entire way.

a
2. The movie premiered to a very large crowd.
3. She is very proud of her Native American heritage.

4. We are fortunate to live in a democracy.
Fill in the missing letters and write the spelling word on the blank.
Write a sentence using the word with one of its possible meanings.

5. cl s

o to
O (0
O o
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Types of Sentences, Capitalization,
and Adjectives
Focus

Simple sentences, compound sentences, complex sentences, and
compound-complex sentences are different types of sentences.

Capitalize the first word in a sentence, the pronoun /, names of people, their
initials and titles, and proper nouns.
Adjectives describe, or modify, nouns or pronouns and can come before
or after the word they modify. Adjectives can be compound, comparative,
or superlative.

Write whether each sentence is simple, compound, complex,
or compound-complex.
1. Word spread quickly about Alvin Ailey because his dancing was so powerful.

2. When Alvin discovered dancing, he liked it, and began to pursue dancing as a career.

Write three lines under each word that should be capitalized.
3. alvin's choreography for blues suite depicted the blues, and stirred every soul in the room.
4. Alvin held a performance on march 30, 1958, on an old wooden stage at the °!2nd street y.
Underline each adjective. Circle the nouns that are modified by an
adjective.
5. Alvin Ailey was a brilliant and innovative artist.
6. Even as a young boy, Alvin was curious about music and dance.
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